The history of Blacks in India
is a very exciting story. Many
people are unaware of the fact
that Blacks have been living in
India for thousands of years.
Many of these black groups
can still be seen in India today.
There are various names for
them. For example, they are
called Harijans, Dalits, Gonds
and other names.

India on a world map

Black people in India and all
over the world are really one
family. Blacks in America
should learn about their brothers in India. The more we understand our Indian brothers,
the more we will appreciate
their wonderful Indian heritage. Their heritage is our heritage because we are one people.

Black people in India

The ancient city
of Mohenjo Daro. Construted
by the blackskinned Dravidian people of India.

Black people played a major role in the making of
Indian culture and history. For example, one of
the first groups to settle in India were a blackskinned people called Dravidians. Did you know
India’s first cities were built by the Dravidians?
The ancient Dravidians were a very intelligent
people. They had a writing system, they lived in
2 to 3 storied houses, they had sailing ships and
they traded with other countries. They were also lovers of peace and practiced a very healthy
exercise routine called yoga.

Many of India’s great rulers, generals and religious leaders were Black. For example, Malik
Ambar. He was a black general in Southern India
who commanded a rebel army of 50,000 men.
Malik Ambar founded his own city called Khadi
and built several palaces there. When Malik Ambar died he was recognized as one of the greatest leaders in Southern India.

Malik Ambar. Great military leader of Southern
India.

There was also Buddha, founder of the religion known as Buddhism. Did you know Buddha
was a black man? We know Buddha was Black because the earliest statues of him show Buddha as a black Indian man with kinky hair. Many writers who researched Buddha’s past have
discovered he was a black man. For example, historians such as W. E. B. DuBois, Runoko Rashidi and Dr. Ivan Van Sertima. Also, many people in India today say Buddha was black. For
example, the Indian author and historian V. T. Rajshekar.
Buddha is also respected by an oppressed group in India known as the Dalits. The Dalits are
a people fighting for social equality in India. Buddha is a hero to the Dalits because he was
one of the first to lead the black people in their fight for social justice in India.

Image of the Black Buddha of India

The history of Blacks in India is a fascinating one with many heroic men in
women. There is still much to be said about this history. There were great
dynasties initiated by Blacks and many more great religious Black figures on
the Indian subcontinent.
Black history is a history that includes the whole world. The Black race is indeed a global community. India is only one example. There are many countries
in Asia that have a Black history. We should take great pride and honor in our
global heritage as Black people.

